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Abstract: In this work, we propose a road pavement damage detection deep learning model based on
feature points from a local minimum of grayscale. First, image blocks, consisting of the neighborhood
of feature points, are cut from the image window to form an image block dataset. The image blocks
are then input into a convolutional neural network (CNN) to train the model, extracting the image
block features. In the testing process, the feature points as well as the image blocks are selected from a
test image, and the trained CNN model can output the feature vectors for these feature image blocks.
All the feature vectors will be combined to a composite feature vector as the feature descriptor of the
test image. At last, the classifier of the model, constructed by a support vector machine (SVM), gives
the classification as to whether the image window contains damaged areas or not. The experimental
results suggest that the proposed pavement damage detection method based on feature-point image
blocks and feature fusion is of high accuracy and efficiency. We believe that it has application potential
in general road damage detection, and further investigation is desired in the future.

Keywords: local minimum of grayscale; feature fusion; pavement damage detection; deep learning

1. Introduction

Pavement detection and maintenance is supported by advanced technology, such as
image sensing, big data and AI, to ensure the safety and transportation efficiency of the
roads. Nowadays, with the rapid development of image acquisition techniques, a global
shutter camera can realize fast imaging with a lower price than that of a ground-penetrating
radar and laser system. However, the automatic processing algorithm of pavement images
still remains challenging [1–4]. Considering the difference in the pavement circumstance
and the economic level of various areas, there is practical significance to study adaptable
pavement detection methods [5].

So far, road pavement detection technology has been developed, from traditional
image processing methods to deep learning techniques [6]. The traditional methods for
image segmentation, including threshold image segmentation, an edge detection algorithm,
texture segmentation and multi-feature fusion methods, are realized by an artificially
designed feature [7,8]. Therefore, they work out good results on specific datasets. Among
them, Nayyeri et al. proposed a method for crack detection via a salient structure extraction
from a textured background, which extracts strong edges and distinguishes them from
strong textures in a local neighborhood [9]. Yousaf et al. employed and computed famous
scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) features to establish the visual vocabulary of words
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to represent the pavement surface and employed a support vector machine (SVM) for the
training and testing of potholes in pavement images [10]. Jin et al. proposed a pavement
crack detection method fused with a histogram of oriented gradients and a watershed
algorithm of a range image [11]. Patel et al. evaluated two machine learning algorithms for
surface roughness based on statistical parameters [12].

In recent years, several road damage detection methods based on a convolution neural
network (CNN) have been proposed and demonstrated to have good effects [13], including
ASINVOS net [14], VGG [15], FS-Net [16] and YOLO [17]. For instance, Xiang et al. pro-
posed a pavement crack detection method based on an end-to-end trainable deep CNN [18].
A deep learning algorithm significantly reduces the cost of the feature description, extrac-
tion and recognition, which further improves the accuracy and versatility of pavement
detection methods [19,20]. A deep learning neural network relies on its powerful fitting
ability to realize pavement detection. However, training with high-resolution images,
which contain much more information about the pavement, requires plenty of memory and
computing power. The effective way is to locate the target of the high-resolution images
before training the neural networks [21]. Nevertheless, the size of the damaged areas varies
dramatically, which also have fuzzy boundaries. As a result, to pick up the damaged areas
precisely from pavement images seems very difficult [22].

It is noticed that the grayscale of damaged areas is obviously lower than that of normal
pavement, with apparent cracks and potholes. Dependent on this intuitive information,
damaged areas could be separated roughly from the raw data and then be recognized
by the existing detection methods. In this paper, we propose a road pavement damage
detection deep learning model based on feature points from a local minimum of grayscale.
First, the local minimum points of grayscale in an image window are selected to be the
feature points according to the grayscale distribution. The image blocks, the neighborhood
of these feature points, are then cut from the image window as individuals, because they
contain the main information about the damage. The image blocks, with a small size, are
collected as a dataset to train the CNN model, which could extract the deep feature of the
damage. After that, the trained CNN model can be used to detect the practical pavement
images. Similarly, based on the local minimum grayscale feature points, a few image blocks
of testing images are selected and then input into the trained CNN model. The trained
CNN model can output a feature vector for each image block. These feature vectors will
be combined to a composite feature vector, which is the feature descriptor of the whole
image window. Finally, the composite feature vector is input to the classifier constructed by
the SVM, to detect whether there are damaged areas in the image window. The proposed
detection method exhibits high accuracy with little cost of computing resources, and our
study offers possible solutions to the demand for fast detection at mobile terminals in the
future. The methodology used to detect the pavement damage is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Flow chart of the methodology used in this work.

2. Methods
2.1. Feature Points Based on Local Minimum of Grayscale

Computer vision usually relies on the local analyses of feature points, such as cor-
ner, spot and edge, to achieve object recognition and image matching [23]. Therefore,
there has to be enough feature points with high degree of discrimination, which can be
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located clearly. In the image of road pavement, the grayscale values of cracks and caves
are significantly less than those of normal pavement. Feature points based on the local
minimum of grayscale can be used for block segmentation. To obtain the feature points
with local minimum of grayscale, one should first calculate gradient of each pixel point
and find the zero-gradient points with positive and negative gradient around them. In
practical cases, some methods have been proposed to extract these feature points. For
instance, the local minimum of grayscale is identified by two-dimensional gradients at
four directions based on bidimensional empirical mode decomposition (BEMD) [24]. More-
over, a morphological grayscale reconstruction method was used to search for the local
maximum of grayscale [25].

In this work, we propose an improved method to obtain these feature points with
local minimum of grayscale as follows. First, the pavement images are preprocessed via
reversing the grayscale of each pixel point. Then, we search for the local maximum, namely
the local minimum of grayscale, in all the image windows. In detail, an amplitude value of
each image window is set to adjust various brightness by

PA = Pth × (Gmax − Gmin) + Gmin, (1)

where Pth = 0.1 is the detection threshold value, and Gmax and Gmin are the maximum and
minimum of grayscale in image window. Then, the first-order difference in all the pixel
points is calculated, and all the points of zero first-order difference with opposite signs of
first-order difference around them are selected. Among these picked points, we choose
the points whose grayscale is larger than the amplitude PA as peak points. Further, all the
peak points are ordered by their grayscale, and a minimum distance Pdist = 16 is set to
remove redundant peak points. These ordered peak points are taken in turn as a center of
circle with radius Pdist, and the remaining peak points in this circle are removed. So far,
we obtain a few distant peak points, which are called local extremum points. Figure 2a,c
show two typical pavement image windows of different brightness and cracks and the
local extremum points obtained by our method.

Next, feature points will be picked up from the local extremum points, based on the
average and variance of grayscale in the neighborhood of these points. If the neighborhood
of the i-th extremum points has the distribution of grayscale for N pixel points Gi(x, y), the
average and variance of the neighborhood are

Ei =
1
N ∑

(x,y)∈{N}
Gi(x, y) (2)

and

σi =

√√√√ 1
N ∑

(x,y)∈{N}
(Gi(x, y)− Ei)2. (3)

To filter noise from normal pavement, we only retain the points whose grayscale
average Ei/E < 95% and σi > 0.05 as feature points (E is the average grayscale of the
image window). Figure 2b,d show the feature points picked up from extremum points of
(a)/(c). After removing these noise points, we order the feature points by their grayscale.
Based on these feature points, image windows can be cut into several blocks. These feature
blocks can then be used for image recognition or feature matching.
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Figure 2. (a,c) Two typical pavement image windows of different brightness and cracks, and the local
extremum points. (b,d) The feature points picked up from the local extremum points.

2.2. Extraction of Block Feature by CNN

CNN has been widely applied in pavement detection for the efficient image recognition
algorithm with feature extraction and classification [26]. In practice, filters in CNN perform
convolutional and pooling calculations on the input image data, layer by layer, to extract
data features [27]. In this work, the input data of our CNN model are image blocks around
the feature points. These image blocks, namely the neighborhood of the feature points, are
very small (32 × 32 pixels), which significantly reduces the complexity of the CNN model.
According to this fact, we construct a CNN model for pavement damage detection, whose
detailed information is displayed in Table 1.

Table 1. The detailed information of CNN model in this work.

Type Filter Size Stride Output Shape Parameters

in N/A N/A (32,32,1) N/A

conv 3 × 3(64) (1,1) (30,30,64) 640

conv 3 × 3(64) (1,1) (28,28,64) 36,928
pool 2 × 2 (2,2) (14,14,64)

conv 3 × 3(128) (1,1) (12,12,128) 73,856
pool 2 × 2 (2,2) (6,6,128)

conv 3 × 3(128) (1,1) (4,4,128) 147,584

flat N/A N/A 2048 N/A

fc (128) N/A 128 262,272

fc (64) N/A 64 8256

out (2) N/A 2 130

Total parameters:
529,666.
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2.3. SVM Classification

Considering that these image blocks are usually relevant, even belonging to the
identical crack or cave as shown in Figure 3, it would be more efficient to combine the
features of these image blocks. All the feature vectors of each feature point in the image
window are combined to form a composite feature vector, which is able to describe the
whole image window. Analyses based on these associated blocks, which is a kind of
multi-feature fusion, would increase the accuracy of pavement detection [28,29].

Figure 3. (a) The detected image blocks in the image window. (b) Most image blocks belong to the
identical crack.

These image blocks, proceeded by convolution and subsampling, are transformed
to feature vectors by fully connected layer. The feature vectors are further combined
to form a composite feature vector of the image window. As a descriptor of the image
window, the composite feature vector can be classified by a machine learning algorithm,
such as SVM, Adaboost, neural network and random forest. Among them, SVM is often
used to replace the softmax classifier of CNN in many recognition and classification cases.
SVM has advantages in nonlinear high-dimensional cases, where SVM could transfer low-
dimensional linearly inseparable problems to high-dimensional separable ones, with kernel
function used to avoid the dimension catastrophe. The composite feature vector, which is of
high dimension, can be predicted whether there is pavement damage by SVM-constructed
classifier. Therefore, the detection model in our work is of high accuracy and generalization,
which could be very efficient even on a small dataset.

3. Results and Discussion

The GAPs v2 dataset is the most extensive dataset in the pavement distress domain
that provides standardized, high-quality images [30]. The data of the pavement dam-
age, collected by a Pulnix TM2030 camera on a S.T.I.E.R. car, contain cracks, pot slots,
open joints, applied patches and inlaid patches. The GAPs v2 dataset includes a total of
2468 gray-valued images (8 bit), partitioned into 1417 training images, 51 validation images,
500 validation-test images and 500 test images. The image resolution is 1920 × 1080 pixels
with a per pixel resolution of 1.2 × 1.2 mm. To facilitate deep learning research, they also
created a smaller subset named 50 k for fast experiments, whose size is 160× 160 pixels.
This 50 k dataset also contains four pavement datasets, which are the training set, validation
set, validation-test set and test set. In this work, the image blocks extracted from the dataset
are used to train the CNN model rather than the dataset itself. To avoid confusion, we
renamed these four datasets to be test0, test1, test2 and test3, and we test our model on
each dataset independently. Each dataset is separated into a train set and a test set at a ratio
of 1 : 1.

As stated above, our model is based on the image blocks rather than the whole image
window. We construct four training datasets of image blocks, extracting image blocks of
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32 × 32 pixels individually from the four training sets, with 160 × 160 pixels in 50 k via
the proposed feature-points method. These image blocks, marked with a serial number,
are used to train the CNN model to extract the features. The image blocks of the damage
field are labeled by a positive sample, and those of normal pavement are by a negative
sample. After constructing the training datasets, we then train the CNN model, combine
the features and test the model based on the 50 k dataset. The detailed algorithm flow chart
of our experiment is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The detailed algorithm flow chart of our experiment.

As shown, the feature points based on the local minimum points of grayscale are
picked up in the image window. Then, the image blocks of these feature points are cut into
a square of 32 × 32 pixels and input into the trained CNN model. For each image block,
the fully connected layer of our CNN model can output a 64-dimensional feature vector.
These feature vectors are ordered by the grayscale of the corresponding feature points.
The top m feature vectors are combined in series to form a composite m× 64-dimensional
feature vector. The composite feature vectors from the training set are input into the
classifier constructed by an SVM [31], whose kernel is the Radial Basis Function (RBF), with
the parameters C = 0.9, Tol = 1× 10−3 and Gamma of default value in the scikit-learn
library. Finally, the images in the test set are input into the proposed detection system to
test the accuracy.

All the image processing, coding, compiling and training are conducted on a personal
computer with Anaconda3 and OpenCV in a Windows10 operating system. Figure 5 shows
the accuracy of our model for the four datasets, test0, test1, test2 and test3, as a function of
the number of feature points m. As expected, the accuracy increases as the feature points
increase for all four datasets and tends to saturation when m > 5. The accuracy for all
four datasets can reach beyond 0.883 for test3 and even 0.973 for test1 by selecting only
5∼7 feature points. Although the model constructing, training dataset and test dataset
of our model are very different from the existing CNN model, we could still perform a
rough comparison. In a previous report, the authors employed the train dataset of 50 k
to train the ResNet34 model and test the model on the other three subsets [30]. The F1
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index in their results shows 0.9284, 0.8709 and 0.8982 for the valid (test1 in this paper), test
(test 2 in this paper) and valid-test (test3 in this paper) subsets, respectively. Our testing
results are comparable to theirs, which indicates the validity and efficiency of the proposed
model in various types of pavement damage. Nevertheless, there are still some limitations
and challenges for the proposed methodology. First, the results of our model rely on the
quality of the training set. The training set of image blocks is constructed artificially by
choosing the image blocks before training the CNN model. The construction of the training
set should be optimized in the future. Second, theoretical efforts should be made to confirm
the empirical parameters such as the detection threshold value Pth and the number of
feature points.

Figure 5. Accuracy as a function of the number of feature points m for datasets test0, test1, test2
and test3.

4. Conclusions

To summarize, we propose a road pavement damage detection method based on the
local minimum of grayscale and the feature fusion of image blocks. By the image prepro-
cessing of the grayscale, we confirm the feature points according to the local minimum
of grayscale. Then, the image blocks consisting of the feature points neighborhood are
input into the designed CNN model with an SVM classifier. The tested accuracy for four
independent datasets increases as the number of feature points increases and can reach at
least 88.3% when m ≥ 5, which indicates that the proposed model is valid and efficient in
identical pavement damage detection. The proposed training model is constructed based
on image blocks, is of a small scale and has a small requirement for computing resources.
Our model is privileged for cracks and potholes detection, and pavement damage always
consists of cracks and potholes. Therefore, our model could be generalized to most damage
detection. In practical pavement detection, one can build a dataset of the pavement to be
detected with only a few pictures to train the model and obtain recognition results of a
relatively high accuracy with little machine time, even at mobile terminals.
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